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Bibby looks to keep starting role

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

8:31 p.m. Tuesday, October 5, 2010 

In 12 NBA seasons Mike Bibby has played for a bad expansion team in Vancouver, starred in 

Sacramento as the Kings came within a game of the NBA finals and been part of lots of teams that 

finished somewhere between those extremes.

One thing Bibby has almost never done in 882 career games is come off the bench. Excluding four 

games at the start of the 2007-08 season, he has started all of them at point guard.

Bibby hopes to continue in that role even with coach Larry Drew giving second-year guard Jeff Teague 

a chance to crack the lineup.

“It is up to ‘L.D.'” Bibby said. “I've started my whole life. I will see what they want to do. [But] I want to 

start, yeah.”

Starting games is all Bibby has known since Vancouver selected him with the No. 2 overall draft pick in 

the 1998 draft.

Bibby said Grizzlies had planned to bring him along slowly, but starter Lee Mayberry suffered a broken 

foot on the first day of camp. Bibby went on to start all 50 games in the strike-shortened season (the 

Grizzlies won just eight games) and has been the lead guard for each of his teams since.

Teague, by contrast, was the No. 19 overall draft pick last season for a team flush with veteran guards. 

He played sporadically for former coach Mike Woodson, but Drew plans to give him more minutes with 

the hope that his quickness will help the Hawks on defense and offense.

Bibby tutored Teague last season, and that hasn't stopped now that Teague is poised to play more 

minutes. Teague said Bibby told him after last season that he would help him get better at the same time 

Bibby tries to hold off Teague's challenge.

Bibby, 32, struggled on defense last season as he slowed physically, but still he was an effective spot-up 

shooter with one of the lowest turnover rates in the NBA. His ability to run the team should be particularly 

valuable with Drew installing a new motion offense this season.

Bibby said Teague's “time will come” eventually.

“You ain't got to rush,” Bibby said. “You definitely don't want to force it. Jeff is a good player. We are not 

worried about what he is going to do. I am going to help him out as much as I can.”
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Exhibition plan

Drew said he would play the starters “half the game at most” during the exhibition opener against 

Memphis on Thursday at Philips Arena.

“A lot depends on who we have available to play,” Drew said.

Al Horford (ankle) participated in the full practice Tuesday after sitting out the past few contact sessions.

Jamal Crawford (back) participated briefly in the scrimmage portion of practice Tuesday. Drew said 

Crawford is questionable for the game.

Mo Evans (knee) and Pape Sy (back) remain out.
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